HotBlack Smartwatch – View
Live Soccer Scores!
With the 2014 World Cup in Brazil underway, the best soccer
teams are still battling it out to be crowned the world
champion. True football / soccer fans would love a way to
follow the score of a game in progress. Take a look at the new
Hotblack smart watch.
British physicist Richard Hoptroff and his company HotBlack
London designed a luxury watch that not only tells the current
date and time, but also the scores of any live soccer match in
analog fashion.
The HotBlack Smartwatch is 44mm in diameter and made from 316L
brushed stainless steel that’s been coated in black PVD. The
result is a tough watch that’s high corrosion resistant.
Although still a prototype, the new luxury watch also features
a sapphire crystal glass that is scratch-proof.
The watch offers clean numbers and a simple black-and-white
contrasting, color scheme.

The HotBlack Smartwatch is water resistant up to 50 meters or
5 atmosphere. The watch’s Lithium battery has a life of up to
3 years.
The Hotblack watch features four different dials. Each watch
dial provide a different function. The primary dial presents
the actual time during the day. The other three sub-dials
offer various tasks that depend on if a soccer match is
underway. Hotblack operates by transmitting data via Bluetooth
technology. Just press of a button to see the live score of a
soccer game plus the remaining time.
Experienced watchmaker and designer Richard Hoptroff was
quoted, “In today’s society, watches have become items of
luxury, rather than utility. Keeping that in mind, we
constructed Hotblack from some of the highest quality

materials on the planet.”
Hotblack is from Hoptroff London, who are both designers and
purveyors of luxurious timepieces. Hotblack launched a
Kickstarter campaign today to raise £23,000 GBP (~$39,000
USD). When available for retail, the luxury watch is expected
to be priced at about £990 GBP or $1,650 USD.

If you are in the market for a
luxury watch, like the new Hotblack
watch, please contact The Life of
Luxury. Read this luxury blog to
keep up on the latest luxury watch
industry news.

